GOVERNMENT OF ASSAM
REVENUE (SETTLEMENT) DEPARTMENT
DEVELOPMENT BRANCH
NOTIFICATION

Dated Shillong, The 30th July, 1969

No. RSD.26/64/Pt/38- The Governor of Assam is pleased to exclude the following lands/villages of South Kamrup (Gauhati) Tribal belt which was constituted vide Notification No RD.74/46/172, dated 27th February, 1950 in Kamrup District, from the operation of Chapter X of the Assam Land Revenue Manual with immediate effect:

a) All lands/villages falling within the Greater Gauhati namely: - Fatasil New Town, Fatasil Barsapara, dhalbama, Odalbakra, Dakhingaon, jutkuchi, Betkuchi, Saokuchi, Barsajai, Sarusajai, Latbama, Hatigaon, Basistha grant No 2, Basistha, Maidam, khanapara, Barmataria, Sarumataria, Rukminigaon, Darandha, Hengerabari, Dispur, Jatia, Kahilipara, Baghargaon grant, Japorigog gaon, Noonmati No 1, Madgharia No 2, Madgharia, Satgaon, Baghorbori, Jarsimalu, Kalitakuchi, Birkuchi Bonda, Kharghuli, Panikhaiti No 2, Kahilipara No 2, Kahilipara NC, Greenwood grant, Odalbakra grant, Narakasur NC, Dispur NC, Betkuchi NC, Barsajai NC, sarusajai NC, Basistha NC, Khanapara NC, Bagharbari NC, Jansimalu NC, Kalitakuchi NC, Kalitakuchi NC, Bonda NC, Birkuchi NC, No 1 Banda grant NC, No 2 Banda Grant NC, No 1 Hengrabari NC, No 2 Hengerabari NC, Madgharia NC, Noonmati grant NC, Randabari grant NC, Kharghuli NC, Tintuhhuri NC, Panikhaiti NC; under Beltola Mauza. Sadilapurgaon, Dehangiri gaon, Kachari gaon, Pachim Jalukbari gaon, Dakhin Jalukbari gaon, Tetelia gaon, Gota nagar, Pub Bara gaon, Pachim Baragaon,
Durga sarobar, Bharalumukh NC, Durga sarobar NC, Maligaon NC, Gotanagar NC, Tetelia NC, Pachim Baregaon NC, Pub Baregaon NC, Diparbeel under Ramcharania Mouza.

(b) Villages under Sonapur circle falling outside the greater Gauhati namely: Khangkar, Khangkar NC, Amsang village, Amsang NC., including Dumduma grant, Amerigog NC., (vill) Bajra Village and Bajra NC, Barchaporri (Hajobari), Hajobari NC., Kamarkuchi NC.

(c) Villages under Palashbari Circle falling outside the area of greater Gauhati namely: - Mikirpara, Chakardo, Azara, Garal, Mirzapur, Pamahi, Gog, Mirzapur, Kahikuchi, Dharapur, Gog NC., Lakhara NC. and Kendukuchi.

Sd/- C.R. KRISHNAMURTHI
Secretary to the Govt of Assam
Revenue (s) Department

Memo No. RSD.26/64/pt/38-A, Dated Shillong, the 30th July 1969.
Copy to the Special Officer, Government press for gazette. He is requested to supply 15 spare copies of Notification to this Department.

Copy to the:- (1) Deputy Commissioner, Kamrup I for (2) Director of Land Records, Gauhati-21 I information (3) Commissioner of Plains Divn, Gauhati. I